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Abstract

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD) are layered materials, which show a number
of exotic physical properties, when synthesized as monolayer films. Therefore,
monolayer TMDs are strong candidates for future technological applications such
as spin or valleytronic-based devices or quantum computers1,2. To investigate and
engineer these compounds, a controlled way of synthesis is required. Molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) has been widely employed to produce semiconducting devices
with ultra-high purity3. In the case of TMDs, MBE-synthesized monolayers have
been limited to islands with lateral size on the order of tens of nanometers due to big
differences between the growth parameters of the transition metal and chalcogen
such as sticking coefficient and surface diffusivity4,5.

Here, I adapt a van der Waals epitaxy (vdWE) method6,7 — based on providing
the transition metal in the form of metal-organic precursors — with the goal to
develop a growth recipe for WTe2 monolayer films on highly-oriented pyrolytic
graphite (HOPG) substrates. For this, I built a MBE system dedicated to metal-
organic-precursor-based growth processes, which I used to conduct this growth study.
Employing x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM), I characterized the as grown films
and observed WTex-based, one-dimensional nanostructures at the step edges and
two-dimensional islands on the terraces of the HOPG substrates. I argue that these
two distinct film morphologies might be attributed to the formation of elemental W
at the step edges and WTe2 on the terraces, respectively.

This study presents a first step to extend the growth-dynamic improvements, as
observed in the recently developed hybrid MBE method8 — which revolutionized
the MBE growth of oxide perovskites like titannates, ruthenates, stannates and
vanadates8–14 — into the field of TMD synthesis.
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Zusammenfassung

Als Monolage synthetisierte Uebergangsmetalldichalkogenide (TMD) beherbergen
eine Vielzahl physikalischer Eigenschaften, auf welchen Anwendungen in der Valley-
und Spinktronik basieren könnten. Eine kontrollierbare, präzise Epitaxiemethode ist
erforderlich, um diese Materialien zu kreieren und untersuchen. Molekularstrahlepi-
taxie (MBE) ist ein häufig verwendetes Verfahren für das Wachsen von hochreinen
Halbleitern. Im Falle von TMDs sind MBE-gewachsene Monolagen jedoch limitiert
auf kleine Flächen von wenigen Nanometern, bedingt durch die grosse Differenz
der erforderlichen Prozessparameter für Chalcogen und Uebergangsmetall wie z.B.
Haftungskoeffizient und Oberflächendiffusion.

In dieser Arbeit adaptiere ich ein Van der Waals Epitaxieverfahren, welches auf
Metallorganischen Vorprodukten basiert, mit dem Ziel ein Rezept für das Wachsen
von WTe2 Monolagen auf hoch-orientiertem pyrolytischen Graphit (HOPG) Sub-
straten zu wachsen. Dafür habe ich eine MBE Anlage gebaut, welche ausschliesslich
auf das Wachsen von Schichten mit metalorganischen Vorprodukten ausgelegt ist.
Mithilfe von Photoelektronenspektroskopie (XPS), Rasterelektronenmikroskopie
(SEM) und Rasterkraftmikroskopie (AFM), zur Schichtcharakterisierung, konnte ich
das Wachstum von eindimensionalen WTex Nanostrukturen an den Stufen des HOPG
Substrats und zweidimensionalen, dünnen WTex Filmen auf den Substratterrassen
untersuchen. Ich lege dar wie diese zwei unterschiedlichen Filmmorphologien zwei
verschiedenen chemischen Phasen, elementarem W und WTe2, zugeordnet werden
können.

Diese wissenschaftliche Arbeit präsentiert den ersten Schritt zur Verbesserung der
Wachstumskinetik, wie sie in der hMBE Methode — welche vor kurzem den Herstel-
lungsprozess von titanates, stannates, ruthenates und vanadates revolutioniert hat —
demonstriert wurde, im Feld der TMD Prozess Entwicklung.
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Introduction 1
Low dimensional materials are at the forefront of modern condensed matter physics.
Since the discovery of graphene and the pioneered exfoliation technique of Van der
Waals (vdW) materials by A. Geim and K. Novoselov, people have been dreaming
about stacking 2D materials like Lego blocks to compose heterostructures with
novel electronic properties (see Fig. 1.1a)15,16. Scientists envisioned that such
heterostructure could boost superconductivity by mimicking the layered structures of
cuprates or replace silicone as the main resource for the semiconductor industry17.

Among the group of vdW materials, the TMDs are of special interest due to the
variety of physical phenomena they accommodate. To name a few: Superconductivity
induced by pressure or ion-gating18–23; Ising-type superconductivity occurring in
various TMDs21,24,25 and its competition with the charge density wave order in
NbSe2

26,27; or the Quantum Spin Hall effect in monolayer 1T’-WTe2 existing up to
100 K28–32. If interfaced with a superconductor, a QSH insulator is predicted to host
Majorana fermions under broken time reversal symmetry1 or if the superconducting
order parameter has nodes33,34. Such Majorana modes could be utilized for fault
tolerant quantum computation35.

Despite the vast amount of research conducted on TMDs, fabrication of pristine
monolayer films is still challenging. Three approaches are primarily used to fabri-
cate TMD monolayers and heterostructures: exfoliation, where the monolayers are
mechanically cleaved from a bulk crystal by using adhesive tape; chemical vapor
deposition (CVD), where the layer forms out of a gaseous phase due to a chemical
reaction36 37; and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), where the constituents are pro-
vided in form of a molecular beam which allows controlled epitaxial layer-by-layer
growth5,30,38,39.

A large amount of research studies is performed on exfoliated TMD monolayers,
since it doesn’t require expensive equipment, but still allows to build few layer
heterostructures like transistors or back-gated devices to test fundamental material
properties23,26,31,32,40–42. However, the disadvantage of this fabrication process
lays in the lack of scalability and reproducibility due to its trial-and-error nature.
Furthermore, it only allows to control the environment to a limited extend (e.g. glove
box with inert atmosphere) which can be detrimental for highly oxygen-sensitive
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Fig. 1.1: a Pictorial graphic of composing a heterostructures from various 2D Van der Waals materials
like Lego blocks. b-d Topographies acquired by scanning tunneling microscopy of MBE grown ultra-thin
films (nominally close to one monolayer) of (b) 1T’ WTe2, (c) MoSe2, and (d) MoS2. In all samples
island nucleation and a large defect and domain boundary concentration is observed suggesting
insufficient surface diffusivity of the growth compounds. e and f. Topography of WTe2 (e) and MoTe2

(f) few-layer thin film grown by CVD; acquired using an optical microscope. From those images it is
visible that monolayer flake sizes from CVD processes are up to three orders of magnitude larger than
from MBE grown films. Adapted from 17, 39, 47–49.

compounds like monolayer of WTe2 and NbSe2 or heterostructures requiring pristine
interfaces43–46.

To achieve reproducible, ultra-clean films with atomically sharp interfaces, MBE
is the preferred synthesis route. The growth process is performed in ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) to reduce the impurity concentration. Low substrate temperatures
furthermore allow for the growth of vertical heterostructures with minimal degra-
dation or intermixing at the interfaces; and a slow growth rate (1 Åmin−1) allows
for precise thickness control5,38. However, MBE relies on thermal evaporation to
create the molecular beam which poses difficulties for the refractory metals (e.g.
W, Mo, Nb) due to their low vapor pressure. Therefore, the standard technique of
using a Knudsen cell is not applicable and electron-beam (e-beam) evaporators are
required, instead. One of the major shortcomings of e-beam evaporators is their
flux instability. Due to the slow growth rate of MBE such flux instabilities lead to
stoichiometric variations, which are enhanced by the high sticking coefficient of the
refractory metals, resulting in reduced film quality and small patch sizes5,7,39. This
problem is not present in CVD grown TMDs, where µm monolayer patch sizes for
a broad range of TMDs are achievable4,49–52. The shortcoming of CVD, is that the
chemical reaction takes place in an ambient-pressure or low-vacuum environment.
This can pose problems for the study of impurity sensitive phenomena of topological
phases or interface effects requiring pristine films

A solution to these issues was presented by Tiefenbach et. al., who developed a
CVD-related, MBE-growth process for WS2 on vdW substrates6,7,53. In this process –
taking place in an UHV environment — the refractory metal is provided by a metal-
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organic precursor (i.e. W(CO)6) instead of an e-beam. This method combines the
benefit of both deposition techniques: the precise and clean layer-by-layer growth
ability from MBE systems with the enhanced surface mobility of refractory metals in
metal-organic-precursor-based CVD processes.

The research groups of Roman Engel-Herbert and Bharat Jalan recently established
a similar metal-organic-precursor-based growth approach for a different group of
materials — the oxide perovskites — and coined the term hybrid MBE (hMBE) for
it. They demonstrated the capabilities of hMBE for oxide perovskites by growing
high-quality films of TiO2, SrTiO3, SrVO3, Sr2RuO4, and BaSnO3 which are
challenging to grow by conventional MBE9–12,14. In their studies they could show
a drastic widening of the growth window due to the increased surface mobility of
the non-volatile metals (Ti, Sn, V, Ru), provided by metal-organic precursors. The
existence of such growth windows allows for a stoichiometric film growth, which is
robust against fluctuations in the reactants concentration10,12,14.

Employing metal-organic precursor — based on the work of Tiefenbach et. al.
— I aim to lay the foundation for an advancement in TMD synthesis with the
hope to enhance the research of the physical phenomena emerging from vdW-
heterostructural systems.
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Physics of Transition Metal
Dichalcogenides

2

2.1 Crystal Structure

TMDs can be described by the generalized formula MX2 where M stands for the
transition metals and X represents the chalcogen atoms (e.g. S, Se, Te). The variety
of possible combinations (see Fig. 2.1 a) of elements leads to dozens of different
materials hosting exotic physics like superconductivity, charge density waves, spin
splitting of the electronic bands or topological phases54. Group IV-VII TMDs are
arranged in a layered structure where each layer consists of a plane of metal atoms
sandwiched by two planes of chalcogen atoms with a typical layer height of 6 to 7 Å.
The chalcogens atoms of these X-M-X stacked layers have no dangling inter-layer
bonds leading to a van der Waals interface between adjacent layers in bulk TMDs
resulting in a two-dimensional electronic structure of these materials. This difference
in bonding strength between in-plane (covalent) and out-of-plane (van der Waals)
makes these materials easy cleavable and therefore suitable for heterostructure
fabrication by exfoliation. TMDs can form in several structural phases due to
different coordination spheres of the transition metal atoms. The most common
polymorphs are the 2H (trigonal prismatic metal coordination) phase37 and the 1T
(octahedral metal coordination) phase. For the 1T phase there exist two distorted
structures, the monoclinic 1T’ phase, and the non-centrosymmetric 1Td phase which
share the same in-plane crystal structure but differ in their stacking order.55,56. The
digit indicates the number of layers (units of M-X-M) per unit cell. The 2H phase
can be understand as three planes of hexagonally arranged atoms in a ABA stacking,
whereas the 1T phase follows an ABC stacking scheme. This is visible in the top
view of Fig. 2.1 b, where the lower-lying chalcogene atoms are not visible for the 1H
phase. For most of the group VI TMDs the 2H phase is thermodynamically stable
and the 1T phase is metastable, whereby bulk WTe2 is an exception and favors
the 1Td phase at room temperature54. The free-standing 1T phase is not stable
and undergoes a spontaneous lattice distortion into the 1T’ phase by doubling the
periodicity in the x direction causing the metal atoms to form a 1D zigzag chains
along the y direction, as indicated by the blue dashed line in Fig. 2.1 d
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Fig. 2.1: a the periodic table highlights the Metals (blue) and chalcogens (orange) which can form
transition metal dichalcogenides based on the structural formula MX2. The combination of these
elements can form over 40 different TMD compounds. The partly highlighted elements (Co, Rh, Ir,
Ni) only from with some of the chalcogenides layered structures. b -d Stick and ball model of the
different polymorphic phases. azure colored balls refers to the metal atoms and yellow ones refers to
the chalcogens. The unit cell is indicated in red. e Schematic diagram shows the evolution from a
normal band structure to a topological non-trivial band structure due to band inversion and a bulk
band gap opening due to spin-orbit coupling (SOC). f Calculated band structure to show the evolution
for the case of 1T’ WTe2. g Conductivity measurement shows the quantized edge conductance e2/h up
to 100 K. Adapted from 28–30, 37.

2.2 The 1T’-WTe2 Quantum Spin Hall Phase

The quantum spin hall phase was predicted to occur in monolayer 1T’ WTe2 by
Qian et. al.28 in 2014. Qian et. al. argued that the lattice distortion from the
1T to the 1T’ phase in monolayer (ML) WTe2 causes a band inversion between
the chalcogenide-p and metal-d bands, as indicated in Fig. 2.1 e-f, rendering the
band structure topologically non-trivial. Strong spin-orbit coupling then lifts the
degeneracy at the band crossing point, opening a bulk band gap.

As first indication of the existence of the QSH phase in 1T’ WTe2 were presented
by Fei et. al.31 showing insulating bulk and edge conductance by transport mea-
surements on 1T’ WTe2 exfoliated heterostructure devices and by Tang et. al.30,
reporting the band inversion and a band-gap opening due to spin-orbit coupling by
APRES and STM measurement on MBE-grown ML 1T’ WTe2. The final proof — the
measurement of the quantized edge conductance of e2/h — was provided by Wu
et. al29 showing that the QSH phase exists up to 100 K by transport measurements
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on exfoliated monolayer 1T’ WTe2. Further evidence was provided so far by STM
and microwave impedance microscopy directly resolving the edge conductance of
monolayer 1T’ WTe2 flakes57,58.

With the confirmation of the QSH phase existing up to 100 K, WTe2 provides an
promising platform for the realization of heterostructures hosting topological super-
conductivity. In the next section I will briefly introduce theoretical predictions for
the existence of emergent Majorana in ML 1T’ WTe2-based heterostructures.

2.3 Prospective WTe2-based Heterostructures

A promising route to implement quantum computation proposes to utilize the
non-Abelian braiding properties of Majorana zero modes (MZMs) as the building
block of fault-tolerant qubits35. Many proposals have focused on heterostructures
between conventional or high-temperature superconductors and three dimensional
topological insulators (3D TIs), in which superconductivity is proximity-induced into
the 3D TI. In such systems, single MZMs are predicted if time-reversal symmetry
is broken. This is usually achieved by introducing magnetic dopants or applying
an external magnetic field1,59. However, the experimental realization of MZMs
in 3D TI-SC heterostructures turns out to be challenging because conventional s-
wave superconductors have a low Tc making it difficult to detect and study MZMs.
High-temperature superconductors, like Bi-2212, can have a Tc above 100 K60, but
have short out-of-plane coherence lengths that constrain the proximity-induced
superconductivity to a few atomic layers, which is not sufficient for a 3D TI to fully
develop its protected surface states61,62. These conflicting requirements for length
scales as well as the additional requirement of broken time reversal symmetry has
lead to failed attempts in the search for Majorana-hosting heterostructures of 3D TIs
and high-temperature superconductors62.

An interesting alternative is provided by recent proposals that predicts the existence
of Majorana Kramer pairs (MKP) at the corner of 2D QSH islands on top of a
superconductor with a sign-changing order parameter, such as cuprates (d-wave) or
iron-pnictides (s±)33,34. The helical edge states of the QSH insulator, described as
1D massless Dirac fermions, are gapped out by the induced superconducting gap,
which introduces a Dirac mass . The Dirac mass undergoes a sign change at the
corner of the 2D film — due to the pairing symmetry of the superconductor — which
acts as a generator for MKPs as domain wall excitations. ML 1T’ WTe2is a strong
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candidate to test such a proposal due to its high-temperature QSH phase (up to
100 K and provide therefore a viable system to study emergent Majorana physics
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Methodology 3
3.1 Molecular Beam Epitaxy

3.1.1 Conventional MBE

The characterizing feature of the MBE growth technique is the beam-like nature of
the mass flow towards the substrate which, allows a layer-by-layer growth were the
film composition can be varied on a monolayer scale. MBE is necessarily a UHV
process for to two reasons: (1) to sustain a molecular beam the mean free path of
the gas molecules needs to be larger than the distance between effusion cell and
substrate; (2) the slow growth rates of MBE processes require low impingement
rates of residual gas species on the substrate surface to sustain a low-enough defect
density in the grown film. Therefore, for growth rates around µm/h a residual gas
pressure in the UHV is required63.

A typical MBE system — shown in Fig. 3.1 a — consists of Knudsen effusion cells,
which provide the film constituents by thermal evaporation in the form of a molecular
beam, and the substrate holder which is located at the focal point of all the installed
effusion cells. Diagnostic tools generally used to support the film deposition include
reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), which allows to monitor the
film crystallinity, growth rate and crystal orientation on the substrate during the
growth; residual gas analyzer (RGA), which measures the partial pressure of the
gaseous species present in the chamber; and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM),
which are used to calibrate the effusion cell flux rates.

An important concept in molecular beam epitaxy is the adsorption-controlled growth
window, which refers to growth conditions in which stoichiometric films are de-
posited insensitive to flux small variations. I will further elaborate on this effect
using the example of the well understood growth process of GaAs. For the GaAs
growth there exists a substrate temperature range where As is only present in its
gaseous phase while the decomposition temperature for GaAs is not reached yet,
i.e. solid GaAs forms, liquid Ga is accumulating at the surface, and gaseous As
evaporates off the surface. This region in process parameter phase space is bound
by the As-condensation equilibrium line at the lower-temperature end and by the

9
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Fig. 3.1: a Schematics of a typical MBE system. Its main components are the substrate manipulator
with integrated heater to control the substrate temperature and the effusion cells. If the deposition
process employs precursor or a reactive oxygen environment a gas injector or oxygen plasma source are
included, too. b-d Interfaces between different combinations of two and three-dimensional substrates
to to illustrate the relaxation of the lattice-matching condition for van der Waals interfaces. e-f
Substrate temperature evolution of the out-of-plane lattice parameter c plotted against the precursor-Sr
concentration ratio for the epitaxial SrTiO3 film shows the opening of a growth window (shaede
region) for increased temperatures. Adapted from 10, 64, 65.

GaAs-decomposition equilibrium line at the higher-temperature end. Under this
condition GaAs forms stoichiometrically and is insensitive to Ga fluctuations as long
as an excess of As is provided3,8 This region in process parameters space spans
roughly over nine orders of magnitude in As partial pressure, allowing the growth of
pristine GaAs films. This example demonstrates that the existence of an adsorption-
controlled growth window is highly advantageous for the growth of high-quality
crystalline films and significantly lowers the stability requirements for beam-flux
substrate temperature.

3.1.2 Van der Waals Epitaxy

Van der Waals Epitaxy — coined in 1984 by Koma et. al.66 — refers to the epitaxial
growth of two dimensional materials such as TMDs on each other or on passivated
three-dimensional substrates5,67. It differens from conventional MBE in the way
that the interlayer vdW bonding strength is much weaker than the intralayer co-
valent bonds. This leads to interesting effects: The large difference in strength
between the in-plane and out-of-plane bonding strongly relaxes the lattice-matching
condition, allowing a much larger variety of combinations between substrates and
films5,6,65,68. The growth of heterostructures with lattice mismatches up to 58 % has
been demonstrated reported69.
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The differences of interfaces formed by two and three-dimensional materials is
pictorially drawn in Fig. 3.1 b-d. In panel b, We see how for two three-dimensional
materials the requirement for the bond formation of the mismatching lattices at the
interface induces strain into the first layers of the film. The epilayer atoms have to
find the energetically favorable situation by maximizing the number of bonds while
minimizing lattice strain. The consequence of the large lattice mismatch is that the
adhesion of the film on the substrate is minimized due to the lack of bonds to the
substrate or that the film does not form in a coherent crystalline phase due to the
lack intralayer bonds. This, in general, poses a significant restriction on the design
of heterostructures of three-dimensional materials. In panel c, on the contrary, I see
an interface formed by vdW materials where the weak interlayer (vdW) coupling
allows for an unstrained growth up to large lattice mismatches. As illustrated in
panel d, it is also possible to grow two-dimensional materials strain-free on three-
dimensional substrates if the dangling bonds from the substrate are passivated. This
was shown for the growth of TMDs on the sulfur-terminated surfaces of GaAs(111)
and flour-terminated surfaces of CaF2

67,70.

3.1.3 Hybrid MBE

hMBE refers to the deposition process of oxide perovskites by combining elemental
MBE sources with oxygen and metal-organic precursors. Recent studies by the
research groups of Prof. B. Jalan and Prof. R. Engel-Herbert established adsorption
controlled growth windows for titanates, stannates and vanadates9,10,12–14 I will
briefly discuss the challenges and advances in this field of epitaxial-layer synthesis
as the concepts of growth dynamics are also applicable to my study.

I will shortly outline the advances of introducing metal-organic precursors for
perovskite oxides using SrTiO3 as an example. For elemental source MBE, an
estimation for an adsorption-controlled growth window of SrTiO3 can be adapted
from the well-understood growth mechanism of GaAs, where Ti and SrO play the
role of Ga and As. Since Ti is assumed to have a sticking coefficient of 1, it is the
volatility of SrO which defines the boundaries of the growth window. However, due
to the low vapor pressure of SrO the adsorption-controlled growth region lays at
such low flux rates and high substrate temperatures that it is not experimentally
accessible with current MBE systems8,64. The lack of a adsorption-controlled growth
window requires precise control of constituents concentration during the growth,
which is challenging if electron-beam evaporators are employed, due to their inferior
flux stability64.

3.1 Molecular Beam Epitaxy 11



Providing the a metal compound in the form of a organic precursor (e.g. titanium
tetra isopropoxide (TTIP)) increases the surface mobility and volatility of the metal
compound (as long as it is bound to an organic molecule) due to the lower adsorption
energy of organic molecules on the substrate. Experiments indicated that the
resulting changes in surface kinetics lead to a new growth window, which is now
defined by the volatility of the precursor molecule instead of the SrO (see Fig. 3.1
eg)8,64. A rigorous theoretical understanding of this SrTiO3 growth process is
still missing, due to the complexity of the growth dynamics8. In this way the
application of metal-organic precursor provides a route to adsorption-controlled
growth techniques. Nevertheless, these experimental results show that application
of metal-organic precursors could present a promising route to develop a adsorption-
controlled growth window for many more material classes.

3.2 Film Characterization

3.2.1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is based on the photoelectric effect where
electrons, that are excited by absorbing an incoming photon, escape the sample71,72.
By measuring the kinetic energy Ekin of the escaping electrons and considering
energy conservation

Ekin = h̄ω − φ− |EB| (3.1)

it is possible to deduce the binding energy EB of the electron in its initial state. Here
h̄ω refers to the energy of the incoming photon and φ refers to the work function
of the sample. In this way, XPS provides access to the chemical composition by
resolving the element-specific core-electron energy levels. For crystalline samples,
it further allows to characterize the chemical environment of specific elements by
quantifying a shift of their core-level73. For example, the W core levels in WO3 are
slightly shifted, compared to their position in elemental W74. The probing depth
in XPS is restricted by the inelastic scattering of electrons inside the sample. The
probability for the electrons to undergo inelastic scattering depends on their kinetic
energy when escaping the sample and is characterized by the inelastic mean-free
path75. For my applied photon energies, the inelastic mean-free path is in the range
of 10 Å to 20 Å.
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I will now outline the calculation I made to compute the composition ratio of W to
Te and W to WO3. Following the derivation presented by Powell76, the measured
photoelectron current can be written as

Is(Ei, X) = ANiσi(h̄ω, ϑ,X)λs(Ei)H(Ei) (3.2)

with kinetic energy Ei, X of the level X and the ith species from sample s. The
factor A describes the x-ray flux on the sample and geometrical factors concerning
the incoming photons and analyzed electrons into account; Ni refers to the volume
density of atoms of the ith species; σi(h̄ω, ϑ,X) is the differential cross section for
the shell X of the ith species at the x-ray energy h̄ω and for the electron ejection
angle ϑ; λs(Ei) is the inelastic mean-free path in the sample for electrons with
kinetic energy Ei; and H(Ei) is a property of the analyzer system and consists of
the analyzer transmission function and the detector efficiency. Furthermore, I can
write for the differential cross section

σi(h̄ω, ϑ,X) ∝ σi(h̄ω,X)F (ϑ,X, h̄)̄ (3.3)

where σi(h̄ω,X) is the total cross section for photoionization from level X by x-rays
with energy h̄ω, and F (ϑ,X, h̄ω) is an angular asymmetry factor. Since I have
ϑ = 90° in my measurement, I can write F (ϑ = 90°, X, h̄ω) = 1 + β(X, h̄ω)/4 with
β(X, h̄ω) being an asymmetry parameter which is tabulated and can be looked up.

Having set up the framework I can now focus on my specific case. For comparing
the chemical ratio between W and WO3 I can simplify eq. 3.3: since I compare two
peaks from the same atom and the same transition (i.e. the W 4f7/2 transition for W
and WO3) I can assume that A and H(Ei) are similar for both measured intensities.
Therefore I can write

IWO3(EWO3,4f )
IW,4f (EW,4f ) ' NWO3

NW
(3.4)

where I assumed that the inelastic mean-free path λ is equal for electrons from both
core level peaks. I see that the compositional ratio can directly be derived from the
ratio of the measured current of photoelectrons.

For comparing the ratios between different elements (i.e. Te and W), I have to take
the differential cross section of the individual core level peaks into account. I furher
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Fig. 3.2: a Energy spectrum of electrons emitted from the sample which is irradiated by primary
electrons with energy Ep. Characteristic energy ranges for the SE and BSE are indicated. b Pictorial
representation of the interaction volume from which BSE are emitted and its dependence on primary
electron energy E0 and atomic number Z. Indicated in red is the primary beam-spot size from which
the SE originate. c Schematic drawing of a sample surface irradiated by beam A and B to illustrate the
increase in volume from which SE escape by changing the incidence angle of the primary electrons.
Adapted from 77, 78.

assume that A and H(Ei) do not differ significantly and cancel out. Therfore, for
eq. 3.3 I get

ITe,3d(ETe,3d)
IW,4f (EW,4f ) ' NTe,3dσTe(h̄ω, 3d) [1 + β(3d, h̄ω)/4]λ(ETe,3d)

NW,4fσW(h̄ω, 4f) [1 + β(4f, h̄ω)/4]λ(EW,4f ) (3.5)

The XPS measurements presented in this work were performed on a Thermo Fischer
K-alpha XPS system. This system utilizes a monochromatic soft Al Kα x-ray beam with
a beam energy of 1.4866 keV and a line width of 0.3 eV leading to an experimental
resolution of 0.03 eV.

3.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

In scanning electron microscopy a beam of primary electrons with an electron
energy Ep between 1 keV and 15 keV is focused onto the surface of a specimen
causing the emission of electrons. Scanning the beam in a raster across the sample
allows for recording topographical images of the surface, where probing depth
and spatial resolution are related by the kinetic energy of the primary electrons.
Regarding the emitted electron energy spectrum (shown in Fig. 3.2 a), I distinguish
between two types of emitted electrons which contain different information about
the surface: secondary electrons (SE), present at low energies, and backscattered
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electrons (BSE), spanning the range form the primary-electron energy Ep down to
low electron energies.

SE are low energy electrons (0 to 50 eV) with a narrow escape depth (< 2 nm) due
to inelastic scattering inside the specimen. They mainly originate within the primary
beam spot (see Fig. 3.2 b), resulting in a high surface sensitivity and a high spatial
resolution in the nm range. The yield δ of SE depends on the primary electron
energy Ep and angle ϕ between incoming primary electron and the surface. Since
primary electrons with higher energy undergo less scattering in the topmost layers
(i.e producing less SE), δ decreases with increasing Ep. In this sense, there is a
trade-off when optimizing the spatial resolution by increasing Ep since this reduces
the signal-to-noise ratio by decreasing ϕ. The reason for the yield-depending angle
of the incoming electrons is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 b. The volume from which SE
can escape into vacuum — depending on the escape depth O — increases with
decreasing incidence angle. In this sense steep regions on SEM images appear
much brighter than flat images, as seem in the image of the three-dimensional
nanostructures on my substrates (see Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.6).

Backscattered electrons (BSE) are primary electrons that are ejected from the spec-
imen by scattering through an angle greater than 90°78. The energy loss during
back scattering is small leading to high kinetic energies for BSE. The cross section
for backscattering is proportional to Z2 (Z is the atomic number) allowing me to
characterize spatial variations in the chemical composition. However, due to the
higher kinetic energy, the escape depth of BSE is much larger than for SE — for
Ep above 3 keV the escape depth can become tens or hundreds of nanometer78.
This makes chemical analysis studies of monolayer films employing BSE generally
difficult.

The SEM measurements were performed at a Zeiss FE-SEM Ultra Plus system. All
images were recorded at a working distance of 10 mm with an electron beam energy
of 5 keV.

3.2.3 Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic force microscopy is based on measuring the inter-atomic forces between a
sharp tip at the end of a cantilever and a sample surface. The measurement setup is
indicated in Fig. 3.3 a and consists of cantilever with tip, xyz-piezo motors to move
the sample, and mechanism to measure the cantilever deflection. In the illustration
it is done optically by tracking the displacement of a focused laser with a CCD sensor.
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Fig. 3.3: a Schematics of the AFM measurement principle: A cantilever with a tip of the size of a
couple of nanometer is scanned over a sample while the cantilever deflection is measured optically by
the displacement of a laser on a CCD sensor. b Characteristic force-distance curve for an AFM tip in
front of a sample. Adapted from 77, 79.

Inter-atomic forces are measured by recording the deflection of the cantilever while
scanning the tip across the sample to gain topographical information77,79.

The tip-sample interaction is described by the force-distance curve illustrated in
Fig. 3.3 b. The shape of this curve is given by attractive van der Waals forces at
higher distances and repulsion due to the the Pauli exclusion principle at very short
distance.

As indicated in the force-distance curve (Fig. 3.3 a) three different modes of oper-
ation can be distinguished: contact mode, non-contact mode, and tapping mode.
Contact mode uses a static cantilever operated in the repulsive regime where the
tip-sample separation is only a few Å. This mode is used for constant height or
constant force measurements. In amplitude-modulated (AM) non-contact and tap-
ping mode the cantilever is kept vibrating at a frequency close to its resonance
frequency. Since the resonance frequency depends on the coupling between tip
and sample, changes in the surface topography will shift the resonance frequency,
causing the amplitude of vibration to change. Changes in the amplitude provide a
measure of the surface topography79. The difference between non-contact mode
and tapping mode is the sample distance — tapping mode touches the sample as the
name implies it. An advantage of AM-AFM over contact-mode AFM is the possibility
to gain compositional or roughness information of the surface from phase contrast
images80,81

In the scope of this thesis I used the AM-AFM tapping-mode measurement technique
to gain height information of the grown structures. I further resolved differences
in the chemical composition on the surface from phase-contrast analysis81. All
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measurements were performed on a Cypher AFM from Asylum Research by using Si
cantilever (AC160TS-R3)82 with a resonance frequency of 300 kHz, a spring constant
of 26 N m−1, and a tip radius of 7 nm.
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Experiment 4
4.1 Setup

To conduct the metal-organic growth study I developed and built an MBE system
dedicated for this purpose. The necessity to build such a system from scratch
comes from the fact that the process employs the decomposition of metal organic
precursors. Due to the high cleanliness standards for MBE growth chambers and the
needs of keeping them from any possible contamination, it would have been risky to
introduce a metal-organic precursor into the existing non-organic chalcogenide MBE
chamber from the Hoffman lab.

My system consists of a main chamber and a load lock chamber (LL) separated by a
manual gate valve (Fig. 4.1a). The main chamber is equipped with a Turbo molecular
pump backed by an oil-free scroll pump. The pressure in the LL is measured by
a full-range gauge (Pfeiffer PKR 251) and in the main chamber by a hot-cathode
Bayard-Alpert gauge (Varian glass tub ion gauge 571). Hot cathode gauges are
preferred in MBE systems because the hot filament reduces gauge degradation
caused by contamination through the reactant. It was possible to establish a pressure
in the 10−8 mbar range by pumping over several days and without baking out †. A
transfer system with a self-designed sample grabber customized for omicron-flag-
style sample holder allows in-situ sample transfer from the LL to the heater stage
inside the main chamber. In this fashion I’m able to continuously perform growth
cycles without venting the system for sample exchange. The sample temperature
during deposition is continuously monitored with a pyrometer (LumaSense IGA6
Advanced). To introduce the reactants into the chamber (i.e. Te and W(CO)6) I built
an effusion cell and a precursor inlet system. The inside of the chamber with three
main components (e.g. the heater stage, precursor inlet, and effusion cell) is shown
Fig. 4.1b.

† Normal base pressures before growth started, however, were normally in the 10−7 mbar range
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Fig. 4.1: a Outside view of the designed MBE system. Visible parts are the linear manipulator, the
load lock, the manual gate vale, and the main chamber. b inside view of the main chamber. Visible
parts are the heater stage (upper part), the effusion cell (right side), and the transfer line from the
precursor inlet system (lower center, highlighed by the red dashed box). Worth noting here is how
close the nozzle is mounted to the sample to ensure a high precursor concentration. c and d show the
effusion cell with its main components labelled. The opening in the Ta receptacle clearly visible in c is
pointed towards the sample stage when mounted to ensure an optimal Te flux.

4.1.1 Heater Stage and Sample Holder

To control the sample temperature during the deposition process I designed a heater
stage and sample holder for direct current heating (i.e. resistive heating by passing a
current through the sample). This is preferable compared to indirect-current heating
(e.g. by a filament behind the sample). It ensures that the hottest point in the
setup is always at (or close to) the sample, therefore limiting contamination through
hot, outgasing chamber components and ensuring that the precursor decomposition
mainly takes place at the sample.

The main components of the sample holder and heater stage are made from Haynes
214 — a Ni-Cr-based high-temperature oxygen-resistant alloy83. To achieve electrical
isolation between the different parts of the sample holder and heater stage — which
is necessary to allow a current to pass through the sample — Alumina washer have
been used (Fig. 4.2 b and d). The assemblies for heater stage (Fig. 4.2a) and sample
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Fig. 4.2: a Assembled heater stage with sample holder inserted. Wires covered in Alumina beads at
the side provide the current and the two wires in the front correspond to a thermocouple. b schematic
of the heater stage shows the layered designed. c Sample holder with sample mounted. The spring
clamps cover the sides of the HOPG sample allowing film growth only in the center. d from the
exploded-view drawing of the sample holder it is visible how the clamping mechanism works: the
HOPG sample is pressed into a grove in the bridge parts by the spring clamps. To increase the heating
efficiency we included a SiC sample between bridge parts and HOPG as discussed in the text (not
shown here).

holder (Fig. 4.2b) are composed of layers of Haynes and Alumina washers which
are held together by threaded molybdenum parts (rods, screws, and hex nuts), as
illustrated by the exploded-view drawings Fig. 4.2c-d.

As HOPG is a good conductor (i.e. resistive heating is inefficient), I had to add a
heater plate on the back-side of the HOPG. For this I used a 6H silicon carbide (SiC)
plate due to its higher resistivity and good thermal conductivity. The SiC surface
facing the HOPG was polished to increase contact resistance. This high contact
resistance redirects the current through the SiC plate causing it to be homogeneously
heated up; while the contact pressure form the clamping mechanism ensures a good
thermal conductance to the HOPG leading to an evenly distributed heat transfer
across the contact surface.

4.1.2 Effusion Cell Design

To provide Te to the substrate I built a direct current heated effusion cell as depicted
in Fig. 4.1c and d. It consists of a CF-flanged electrical feedthrough with two copper
rods and two k-type thermocouple connections extending into the chamber. Between
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the two copper extensions, I mounted a cup-shaped Ta foil, acting as a receptacle
for the Te. The Te is then sublimated by passing a current through the copper rods
heating up the Ta receptacle. A k-type thermocouple, mounted to the receptacle (see
label in Fig. 4.1c), ensures temperature control.

This simplistic and cost-effective design meets the basic requirements for a chalco-
genide effusion cell but reveals some shortcomings. During operation a temperature
gradient exists across the receptacle — caused by the thermocouple, which is touch-
ing the Ta foil on one side (Fig. 4.1c) and acting as a heat sink. I expect the
temperature differences to be as high as 50 ◦C in the range of my operation tempera-
tures. Since the colder side is always located around the thermocouple-receptacle
junction, the measured temperature values in my study are an underestimation of
the actual receptacle temperature. However, this phenomena was very reproducible
and I expect that it introduces a systematic temperature offset error which is the
same for all conducted growths and does therefore not affect the reproducibility of
the Te flux.

4.1.3 Precursor Inlet

W(CO)6 has a high vapor pressure (2× 10−3 mbar at 30 ◦C84) and sublimates easily
at ambient temperatures. For this reason I can introduce the precursor into the
chamber without additional heating. The precursor inlet system consists of a high
precision leak valve separating a Pyrex glass tube from the main chamber. Inside
the main chamber, I installed a tubing system, directing the precursor to the sample
(see lower center in Fig. 4.1b). The leak valve allows to adjust the precursor flux to
regulate the precursor partial pressure inside the main chamber. To avoid precursor
condensation at the metal walls inside the tubing system I keep the dosage valve and
the adjacent chamber walls at elevated temperature (≈ 50 ◦C), during the growth
process. At the same time, the Pyrex tube is placed in a water bath to keep the
precursor at room temperature.

4.2 Growth Process

The systematic growth study presented in this thesis is split into two series, each
performed at a specific Te effusion cell temperature of 275 ◦C (series one) and 325 ◦C
(series two). Each growth study is split in two grow series for the effusion cell
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temperatures 275 ◦C and 325 ◦C. One series consists of multiple growths at different
substrate temperatures: 500 ◦C to 700 ◦C for series one and 475 ◦C to 625 ◦C for
series two. The W(CO)6 precursor flux and the deposition time were kept constant
for all growths. I used air-cleaved HOPG as my substrate. The Te effusion cell and
the W(CO)6 precursor glass tube were filled once at the beginning of the entire
study. I used high-purity Te granules (99.9999 %) from Alfa Aesar and high-purity
W(CO)6 (99.99 %) from Sigma Aldrich. I filled the W(CO)6 into the Pyrex tube under
ambient atmosphere. No purification cycle, as described by Tiefenbach et. al.7, of
the precursor was undertaken after the Pyrex tube was mounted.

4.2.1 Parameter

My MBE systems allows to vary growth conditions by changing the substrate tem-
perature, the effusion cell temperature, and the precursor influx via the dosage
valve. Diagnostic methods, accessible to me to monitor the growth process, are
the chamber pressure, the sample temperature measured by a pyrometer, and the
effusion cell temperature measured with a k-type thermocouple.

For the conducted growth processes, the precursor influx was regulated by the dosage
valve and was kept constant during all growth processes. Due to the lack of a residual
gas analyzer in my system, I was not able to accurately determine the W(CO)6

partial pressure. However, I approximated the introduced amount of W(CO)6

by recording the chamber pressure before and after the leak valve was opened
as 6(2)× 10−7 mbar before growth and 1.8(2)× 10−6 mbar during growth for all
reported growths. Furthermore, I continuously monitored the chamber pressure
over the growth duration to ensure that the precursor influx stayed constant.

The desirable process parameter to know from the Te effusion cell would be the in-
coming Te flux on the sample. Because of the lack of a quartz crystal monitor (QCM)
in my chamber, this parameter is not accessible to me. However, the Te effusion
cell flux is monotonically increasing with temperature63. Furthermore, I observed a
constant receptacle filling level for all growths, suggesting no changes of Te flux due
to decreasing material availability. Therefore, I assume that I reliably reproduced
the Te flux for the different growths by setting the effusion cell temperature to the
same value.

With the pyrometer I continuously monitored the sample temperature during the
growth. Due to a lack of view port shutters, the view port — through which the
pyrometer was pointing at the sample — got coated with Te over time. This effect was
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visible by eye because the reflectivity of the view port increased consecutively with
every growth. It was also frequently observed for growths series two that the sample
temperature decreased by a few degrees at a constant heating current over the
growth duration of 3 h. I could not elaborate to which extend this was caused by the
view port getting coated or because the systems becomes slightly more conducting
and therefore reduces its heating power at constant heating current. Due to the small
temperature change during one growth I don’t expect the effect to significantly bias
my results. However I cannot fully rule out a systematical underestimation of the
substrate temperature which would accumulate for subsequent growths. Assuming
a temperature decrease of 3 ◦C to 5 ◦C per growth I would end up with an offset
of 30 ◦C to 50 ◦C after my entire growth study. But taking into account that the Te
effusion cell flux was higher for the second growth series, I can assume that the
effect, if apparent at all, will even be less pronounced for the first growth series.

4.2.2 Preparation

sample preparation before every growth consisted of cleaving the sample in air
and mounting it to the sample holder. I visually inspected every cleave under the
microscope and repeated if the result was not satisfactory. A cleave was considered
successful when no flaked-off surface layers were present and a large, macroscopic
terrace structure was visible. I mounted the HOPG sample after cleaving on the
sample holder (see Fig. 4.2 for an example of a mounted sample). As described
above, I placed a SiC plate between the bridge parts and the HOPGsample to increase
the heating efficiency. After installation, I measured the resistivity between the
spring clamps, bridge parts, and the sample holder base plate to ensure reproducible
clamping conditions. Particularly, that means I checked that the base plate is
electrically isolated from the spring clamps and bridge parts; the resistivity between
spring clamp and bridge parts is larger than between the two bridge parts (i.e.
ensure that the current flows through the SiC); and that the resistivity between
spring clamps was as low as expected for HOPG (i.e. ensure that sample clamps on
both sides of the HOPG properly).

4.2.3 Procedure

The growth process can be divided into three main steps: pre-annealing, film growth
and post-annealing. The pre-annealing of the HOPG substrate is necessary to remove
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carbon and hydrogen functional groups from the surface85. In the literature, pre-
annealing temperatures vary from 500 ◦C to 800 ◦C6,47,85,86. For my first growth
series I used pre-annealing temperatures ranging from 550 ◦C to 750 ◦C were for
the second growth series I set it to 800 ◦C. I argue that such a high pre-annealing
temperature is beneficial because Kwon et. al.85 showed that CO compounds can be
chemisorbed at HOPG up to 1000 ◦C. To start the growth, the Te effusion cell was
first ramped up to . 275 ◦C or 325 ◦C. After stabilizing the effusion cell temperature
at its operation temperature for 15 min, the precursor dosage valve was opened. The
growth time refers to the time between opening and closing the dosage valve since
these two events mark the beginning and end of the deposition process. The growth
duration was 3 h for all grown samples.

After the growth was finished, the sample was post annealed at the process tempera-
ture for 30 min with the Te effusion cell turned off. Right after the growths finished,
were the samples transferred to the XPS measurement systems. The air-exposure
time during the transfer was kept below 8 min for all samples. Subsequent to XPS, I
measured first SEM and after that AFM.
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Results 5
5.1 Film Composition

I employ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to characterize the coverage and
composition evolution under varying growth parameter. To do this I focus on the
the 4f and 3d core level peaks of tungsten and tellurium. I further perform the XPS
measurement on a grid of measurement points to account for spatial inhomogeneities
resulting from my growth setup.

The W 4f peak has two spin-orbit components, 4f7/2 and 4f5/2, with a splitting of
∆ = 2.18 eV, whereas the peak 4f7/2 is located at 31.3 eV and has a full width at half
maxium (FWHM) of 0.3 eV87,88. Oxidation of tungsten to WO3 — where tungsten
is in the (VI) oxidation state — leads to a peak shift of the 4f7/2 to 35.8 eV88,89. I
will later quantify the ratio of these two peaks to estimate the degree of oxidation.
The WO3 oxide peaks overlay with the much broader W5d3/2 peak as exemplified
in Fig. 5.190. Because the difference in cross section between the W 4f and the
W5d3/2 is around than order of magnitude91 at my photon energies and since the
sensitivity of my analysis is smaller than this contribution I will not consider it in
my fitting routine. Furthermore, the W-Te bond leads to a peak shift of the W 4f
level by ∆ ≈ 0.5 eV — providing the possibility to distinguish WTe2 from elemental
tungsten. However this can be ambiguous if carbon is involved because the W-C
bond leads to a peak shift with comparable binding energies90.

The Te and TeO2 3d5/2 peaks are located at 573.5 eV and 576.8 eV respectively, with
a peak width of 1.55 eV92. The spin-orbit split Te 3d3/2 is shifted by ∆ = 10.4 eV93.
Besides the Te 3d peaks there are also the Te 4d peaks detectable, which have the
benefit of being in the same binding energy range as the W 4f peaks (see Fig. 5.1).
However, due to the low 4d core-level cross section of Te in the photon energy range
of the XPS system and the low coverage, I do not get a good enough signal-to-noise
ratio and will therefore mainly focus on the Te 3d levels.

As mentioned above, to account for spatial inhomogeneous film-growth dynamics I
recorded XPS spectra on a 4 mm× 6 mm grid spanning the majority of the sample.
Fig. 5.2 shows a compilation of all XPS spectra recorded on one sample. The plot
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Fig. 5.1: XPS spectra from MBE-grown WTe2 shows the typical Te 4d and W 4f peaks structure. The
different intensity ratio between the peaks from a and b is due to the use of different photon energies
in the two experiments. The high WO3 concentration in b is because the sample was exposed to air
before the measurement. Figures are adapted from30 and90.

is arranged in a way to emphasize the respective location of the displayed plots
across the sample. It is visible that the peak intensities vary heavily across the
sample. The distribution of peak intensities in x and y direction follows a common
pattern across the various samples. Along the x direction, the pattern does not
change qualitatively. In y direction the sample can be subdivided in three different
regions with respect to the prevailing peak intensity: the outermost regions, shaded
in grey, (y < 1.0 mm and y > 5.0 mm) show nearly no signs of XPS core level
peaks implying no film coverage. This is expected because this sample region is
covered by the sample clamps during the growth (Fig. 4.2 c); The second region,
shaded in blue, (1.0 < y < 2.0 mm and 4.0 < y < 5.0 mm) accommodates the
highest peaks intensities across the sample as can be seen in Fig. 5.2. Whereas
the third region, shaded in orange, (2.0 < y < 4.0 mm) — spanning the middle
part of the sample — has the most homogeneous peak intensity distribution. The
cause for the strong intensity differences between region two and three will be
discussed in chapter 6. In my further analysis I will focus on region three, which is
the most homogeneous among the three regions, and therefore resembles best the
process-parameter-dependent growth dynamics.

By fitting the XPS spectra, I quantify the core level peak position and area which
allows me to deduce the substrate coverage and chemical composition — especially
the degree of oxidation and the W-Te ratio. I used a Shirley function to subtract
the background and a Gaussian form to fit the peaks. A Gaussian function is only
an approximation for the asymmetrically shaped metallic peaks like tungsten87,
However, I expect the error to be negligible compared to the spatial peak variations
I observed within the region of interest
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Fig. 5.2: covering an area with XPS measurements allows to distinguish three different growth
regions across the sample: minimal growth at the edges (region one), maximal growth (region two)
and pristine growth with a homogeneous coverage in the middle of the sample (region three). Inset
on the right side shows the sample with the XPS measurement grid indicated by the red dots. The
regions one,two and three, are indicated by the different colored shades : one corresponds to grey,
two is light blue and three is orange.

A typical fit to the spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.4. The light-blue curve at the upper
part of the graph shows the difference between fit and measurement. The ripples
around the W 4f peaks occur for all fit spectra where the W-peak intensity is well
above the noise floor. I consider two possibilities for this feature: (1) the Gaussian
fit does not resemble the asymmetric W-peak shape well enough or (2) the W 4f
contains a contribution from another compound (e.g. WTe2 or WC) However, from
this it is possible to estimate an upper limit for the inaccuracy introduced by my
choice of Gaussian functions for fitting the W-peaks. Comparing the area under the
ripples with the standard deviation on the mean peak area values in Fig. 5.5, it is
fair to say that my choice of Gaussian functions does not introduce a significant
inaccuracy.

To be able to compare the measured intensities across various samples I have to
calibrate my measured spectra. This is done by using the predominant C 1s feature
coming from the HOPG surface. On every sample I recorded a survey scan spanning
the energy range of all XPS features I am studying. By this I can verify that the
C 1s peak intensity is not significantly compromised by the grown film. This is
a reasonable assumption considering the large difference between the detected
spectral weight from the C 1s core levels compared to all the other recorded signals
combined — given that all relevant cross sections are in the same order of magnitude
for the used photon energy91. The calibration curve is obtained by normalizing the
C 1s peak height (grey dashed line in Fig. 5.3 b).
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Fig. 5.3: a shows the uncalibrated survey spectra for all measured samples. It is visible that the
dominant feature is the C 1s peak. b The red curve illustrates the calibration factors I applied to my
data. It is extracted from the C 1s peak height of the survey spectra displayed in a. combined with a
correction factor for #5. The dashed grey curve illustrates the calibration factors without #5 being
corrected.

The effective calibration curve I used, is illustrated in Fig. 5.3 b in red. It is obtained
by normalizing the C 1s peak heights for every survey spectrum (grey dashed line
in subplot b.) whereas I introduced a correction factor for the calibration factor for
sample #5. The low intensity measured in the survey spectrum for #5 presents an
outlier in the calibration curve, as also among the other measurement points on
sample #5. Comparing the background noise around the W 4f , Te 4d, and Te 3d
spectra show that the background noise floor for all other measurement points in
sample #5 have values comparable to the survey spectra from the other samples. I
therefore conclude that the survey spectrum acquired on #5 for itself is not credible.
To correct for this I introduced a scaling factor such that the background noise level
of the #5-survey spectrum will show the same intensity as spectra recorded at other
locations on #5. The scaling factor was obtained by computing the ratio between
the averaged noise level between 48 eV to 50 eV for a Te 4d spectrum and form the
survey scan. As stated above, applying the correction factor to the calibration value
of from sample #5 leads to the red curve in Fig. 5.3 b which fits well within the
intensity fluctuations observed for the other samples.

I applied the above stated methods to a series of samples produced with different
growth settings. I conducted two growth series at two different Te effusion cell
temperatures (275 ◦C and 325 ◦C). In those series I varied the substrate temperature
in a range from 475 ◦C to 700 ◦C. Tracking the peak area over temperature allowed
to map out composition and concentration changes which will me allow to draw
conclusions on the prevailing growth dynamics. Fig. 5.5 shows the temperature
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Fig. 5.4: The measured XPS spectrum (black) is fitted — after the background is subtracted (red)
— by Gaussian forms (green) to quantify the response from the probed core levels. The difference
between measurement and fit is indicated by the blue line. Important point to mention here is that the
cut-off for low binding energies is set too high, disregarding the lower tail of the W 4f7/2 peak. This
can be a source of error for the background estimation. However, we assume that this effect will be
negligible compared to the large peak intensity fluctuations we encounter (see Fig. 5.5).

dependence of the peak areas - spatially averaged over what I above defined as
region three (see Fig. 5.2) — for the W 4f and Te 3d and their oxidation states.

Focusing on the first growth series it is visible that the tungsten concentration in-
creases for increasing substrate temperature. This is as expected since the precursor
cracking rate is enhanced when more thermal energy is provided. The WO3 con-
centration follows the same trend up to 550 ◦C but has a smaller slope at higher
temperatures resulting in a large concentration of non-oxidized tungsten. The Tel-
lurium concentration shows a more complex dependence on sample temperature
(Fig. 5.5 b), with a steep increase below T = 600 ◦C and a rapid decrease at higher
temperatures. The TeO2 concentration on the contrary seems to stay rather constant
above 550 ◦C. The overall incorporated tellurium concentration (indicated in black)
is approaching the TeO2 concentration for increasing temperatures, showing the
disappearance of non-oxidized Te above this temperatures.

Comparing the results from series one and series two I find qualitative similarities:
the higher WO3 concentration which prevails in series one at temperatures below
575 ◦C is also present in the series two at the same temperatures. The peak intensity
for W and WO3 is similar for both Tellurium fluxes. On the other hand, at an
increased Te flux, the onset of the Te peak seems to be hindered or moved to higher
temperatures outside the investigated temperature range. This is in agreement
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Fig. 5.5: Peak area mean values averaged over growth region three. a and b reveal an intermediate
temperature range in which the W and Te concentration exceed their oxidized counterparts for growth
series one. The large error bars are due to XPS peak intensity fluctuations across region one of the
sample.

with an observation in the HOPG/WS2-system by Tiefenbach et. al. that shows that
elevated chalcogenide concentrations during growth can have an inhibiting effect
on the growth rate7.

5.2 Film Morphology

To study the growth dynamics on a microscopic scale and its implications on the film
morphology, I employ surface-imaging techniques like SEM and AFM. I systematically
recorded SEM images on a mesh spanning across the sample to correlate the local
morphology with the spatial-coverage information obtained by XPS. AFM was then
used to retrieve the height information of the observed structures and to measure
shallow features which cannot be resolved clearly by SEM.

Similar to my XPS data, the SEM images of the sample morphology suggest a
subdivision into three regions, as illustrated in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7. For region three,
the film morphology is illustrated by images from two different length scales. Fig. 5.6
a-d refers to a field of view of about 10 µm and Fig. 5.6 e-h shows a field of view
around 1 µm. The prevailing features in this region are bright, one-dimensional lines
which contrast noticeable from the darker HOPG surface. These one-dimensional
structures are several nanometers high and are mostly located at the step edges of
the HOPG substrate, as measured in the AFM topographies and linecuts presented
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Fig. 5.6: SEM images of the samples at various growth temperatures of series two. The samples are
subdivided into similar measurement regions as introduced for the XPS measurements (see inset of
Fig. 5.5). The film morphology varies qualitatively for the different regions and is consistent over
varying substrate temperatures. The SEM images (b,f,k,o) from the sample grown at 475 K, framed
in red, show the same film morphologies as seen on the other samples. However they are located
differently across the sample and do not match the classification scheme introduced for the XPS
measurements as can be seen in Fig. 6.2 a-l.

in Fig. 5.8. Comparing region one to region three (Fig. 5.6 n-q and a-h respectively),
I see that the bright one-dimensional features only appear in region three, where
I— based on the XPS data — expect film coverage. I therefore conclude that the
one-dimensional structures are the grown film. This is in agreement with reported
growths of various metals (e.g. Mo, Pd) on HOPG substrates by Electrodeposition —
resulting in similar one-dimensional structures along step edges94–96. This allows
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Fig. 5.7: a to f SEM images of samples grown at 600 ◦C and 650 ◦C from the first growth series
illustrate the highest coverage observed in this growth study. This agrees with my XPS measurements
(Fig. 5.5 where the largest W and Te peak intensities were measured at these two substrate tempera-
tures. The samples are again subdivided into measurement regions one to three as introduced for the
XPS measurements (see inset in Fig. 5.5). g and h SEM images recorded at region one show the bare
HOPG substrate as expected.

me now to relate the temperature-dependent W-concentration decrease (Fig. 5.5)
with the fading SEM intensity in Fig. 5.6 f to h; and with the height decrease of the
one-dimensional structure recorded in AFM (Fig. 5.8 a to c).

Region two shows a less homogeneous film morphology, in agreement with the
larger XPS-peak-height variations. The film morphology varies qualitatively between
ordered structures (not shown) which are similar to the ones observed in region
three, and more irregular, curly patterns (Fig. 5.6 j-m). This is in agreement with my
observation of irregularly high XPS peak intensities at single, randomly distributed
spots inside region two (see Fig. 5.2). I distinguish this curly film morphology
qualitatively from the film morphology of region three.

In region one, most areas show little to no coverage. This is illustrated by comparing
Fig. 5.6 n-q form region one to Fig. 5.6 j-m from region two. Topographical features
from the substrate like flaked off HOPG patches (Fig. 5.6 l,o,p) and step edges
(Fig. 5.6 m,n,q) are present in both regions. It can be seen that region one shows
no accumulation of one-dimensional structures at the topographical features of the
substrate.

The higher XPS peak intensities (Fig. 5.5) from the samples with substrate tempera-
ture 600 ◦C and 650 ◦C from series one are accompanied by the appearance of a new
film-morphological feature: a high-density dot-like pattern on the HOPG terraces as
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Fig. 5.8: a-c and e-g are AFM topographies from sample of growth series one, whereas d and h
are from series two. The HOPG-substrate step edges are visible in all linecut plots (a-d). In subplot
a, b, and d I estimated the step edge height to confirm that they are integer multiples of a graphite
monolayer (0.33 nm)97.

visible in the SEM images in Fig. 5.7 a-f. These dots have a lateral expansion of a
couple of nm (Fig. 5.7 c and d). The dot height is similar to the one-dimensional
line structure at the step edges (Fig. 5.8 a and e). This is somewhat surprising,
because from the fact that these high-density dot patterns only appear above a
certain temperature — corresponding to a certain sample coverage — one could
expect that the dot formation is followed by a preceding saturation of the nucleation
sites on the step edges. The observation that both structures — dots and lines —
show the same height, however, rather supports the assumption that both features
start to develop at the same time at the beginning of the growth process. This could
be investigated in the future by conducting a study varying the deposition time to
get a better understanding of the formation of the different structures. Furthermore,
such dot pattern can also be found on isolated locations on the 625 ◦C sample of
growth series two but with a much lower density (not shown). In that sense it is
interesting to see, that an increase in chalcogene flux for constant substrate temper-
atures (compare Fig. 5.7 c-d with Fig. 5.6 h) causes such a drastic change in surface
morphology by inhibiting the formation of this dotted patterns.

The film morphology in growth region 2 Fig. 5.6 — with its curly unordered struc-
ture — shows significant differences compared to the one-dimensional and dotted
structure shown above. These patches consisting of curled and ramified branches
can be seen as a reason for the drastically increased peak intensity in the XPS spectra
of region 2.
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Fig. 5.9: a optical image showing scratches on the surface of the HOPG substrate. b-e SEM image of
the same location at magnifications from 100x up to 100000x. By comparing the optial and SEM image
it is possible to link the observed curled structure to macroscopic mechanical defects of the HOPG
surface.

A reason for this dendritic features is illustrated in Fig. 5.9. The image shows optical
(a) and SEM images (b-e) of the same sample location. The scratches and dents on
the HOPG surface can clearly be seen in the optical image as dark streaks and spots.
The dark spots are sheared off flakes — recognizable in panel d. In panel b and c it
is visible that the dark streaks from panel a appear as brighter features in the SEM
images. Zooming in — as illustrated in panel e — reveals their dendritic structures
which is similar to the one observed in Fig. 5.6 j-m and Fig. 5.7 e-f.
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Discussion 6
6.1 Film Composition

My XPS results indicate a pronounced temperature dependence of the film compo-
sition and precursor dynamics, which I put into context to existing literature. My
measurements (Fig. 5.5 a) reveal an increase of tungsten and tungsten oxide for
increasing substrate temperatures. A similar trend has been reported for W(CO)6-
based metal-organic growth of WS2 by Tiefenbach et. al.7,98. The authors argue that
such a behavior indicates that the kinetic activation of the reaction – i.e. breaking off
the CO ligands from W(CO)6 — is the growth limiting parameter. This interpretation
agrees with my data as can be seen in the monotonic increase of the W concentration
for increasing temperatures in Fig. 5.5 a.

I determine now the stoichiometry of the film from my XPS measurements. I
will focus on the film grown at 600 ◦C from series one since it has the highest Te
concentration (Fig. 5.5 a,b). The averaged peak area values from sample region
three for the W 4f and Te 3d core level peaks are AW,4f = 2.15× 104 CPS · eV
and ATe,3d = 4.10× 104 CPS · eV. The Te 3d5/2 and Te 3d3/2 electrons have a
kinetic energy of 913 eV and 903 eV when leaving the sample which corresponds
to an inelastic mean free path of λTe,3d = 20.5 Å, whereas the W 4f7/2 and W 4f5/2

electrons have a kinetic energy of 1455 eV and 1453 eV resulting in λW,4f = 17.6 Å100.
For the photoionization cross section, I used σW,4f = 0.15 Mb and σTe,3d = 0.42 Mb
given a photon energy of h̄ω = 1486.6 eV101. The asymmetry parameter β at our
photon energy is given as βTe,d3 ≈ 1.17 and βW,4f = 1.03102. Employing eq. 3.5 with
the values from above we get

cTe/cW = ATe,3d σW,4f λW,4fβw,4f

AW,4f σTe,3d λTe,3dβTe,3d
= 0.57 (6.1)

A ratio of 1 : 2 for W:Te would indicate perfectly stoichiometric WTe2, whereas my
results indicates a Te deficiency in the grown structure. In MBE processes which
provide W by electron-beam evaporation, the transition metal excess is normally
explained by either the lower sticking coefficient of the Te, or by the fact that the Te
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a. b.

c. d.

Fig. 6.1: a The Te-W phase diagram shows WTe2 as the only stable compound formed by W and
Te, present in different phases with either an excess in Te or W. Adapted from 99. b Temperature-
programmed desorption (TPD) measurement of an HOPG surface is drawn here to illustrate the
desorption behavior of CO molecules. The shaded area highlights the temperature range with an
increased CO-desorption rate. Adapted from 85. c and d Height and phase image of an AFM
measurement on a sample grown at 475 ◦C substrate temperature from growth series two. The good
correlation between the dark patches is visible in both images and is an indication that the patches
are composed of a different material than the HOPG substrate. For clarity of of the dark patches in d
is bordered by an orange dashed line. The horizontally stripes in the topography are measurement
artifacts as a result of instabilities during the scan due to the equipment we used. The inset in d
shows the cross section taken along the straight red line on the phase image that is shown in d.
From this it is visible that the phase can drop below 90 degree at the dark one-dimensional structures,
which indicates that the measurement is performed close to the transition to the repulsive regime and
therefore sensitive to compositional changes.

flux from conventional effusion cells consists of a range of Ten clusters (n = 1− 8)
with larger dissociation energies, hindering the incorporation of Te into the film90.

My growth-temperature-dependent XPS measurements further suggest that the
grown films contain WTe2. Taking into account that: Te, with its high vapor pressure,
gets incorporated into the film at substrate temperatures up to 700 ◦C; and Te can be
clearly distinguished from its oxidized counterpart; I suspect that Te has to undergo
a bond with the W atom†. Focusing on the Te-W phase diagram (Fig. 6.1 a) I see that

†I didn’t find any publications describing Te-C as a stable chemical compound which led me to the
assumption that Te-C is unlikely to form in my deposition process.
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the Te-deficiency corresponds to a phase where WTe2 and elemental W coexist. Since
there doesn’t exist another stable phase with a different stoichiometry for Te and W,
I conclude that WTe2 forms on my sample. I furthermore rule out the formation of
an amorphous W-Te phase given the slow growth rates where the one dimensional
structures at the step edges — showing a maximal height of 8 nm (Fig. 5.8 e-h) —
develop over a deposition time of 3 h.

Considering the different crystal-structure properties of the elemental W and WTe2

phases I hypothesize that they condense at different topographical features on the
HOPG substrate (i.e at the step edges or across the terraces). The three-dimensional
Vollmer-Weber growth mode63, present at the HOPG step edges, requires strong
out-of-plane bonds within the deposited nanostructure, compared to bonds between
the nanostructure and the substrate. From this observation I conclude that the
two-dimensional vdW material WTe2 is unlikely to form such a three-dimensional
film morphology on the HOPG step edges. I therefore assume that these three-
dimensional structures consist mostly of elemental tungsten.

An interesting case presents the sample with substrate temperature 475 K from series
two because its AFM measurements show patches of uniform height and strong
contrast in the phase image as presented in Fig. 6.1 d. In general, phase contrast in
AFM tapping-mode measurements, if it is not a measurement artifact, is caused by
differences in surface properties (e.g. roughness, chemical composition, flaked-off
substrate layers) which lead to a changes in the tip-surface coupling80,81. This
aligns well with our hypothesis presented before. The good correlation between
these patches in the height image (Fig. 6.1 c) and phase image (Fig. 6.1 d) is a
strong indication that this is not a measurement artifact but rather a change of
surface properties. I performed this measurement in the attractive regime close
to the transition point to the repulsive regime (Fig. 3.3 b) visible in the phase
values which are above 90° but decrease when the tip is moving along the one-
dimensional nanostructures (see inset of Fig. 6.1 d). This mode of operation (i.e. in
the attractive regime close to the transition) is favorable to observe contrast effects
on the surface which would explain why such phase-contrast patches were seen
on other samples (Fig. 5.8)103. Furthermore, due to the unstable measurement
condition these measurements do not provide reliable height information as can
be seen in the height image: the one-dimensional structures at the step edges in
Fig. 6.1 c (dark lines), have a lower height than the terraces which is artificial since
it contradicts other AFM images from the same and other samples (Fig. 5.8 e-h).
This error in the height image also explains why these patches are dark, i.e. at
lower heights than the surrounding HOPG, which is in contrast to our expectation
that they are films on top of the HOPG surface. Considering these arguments, we
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Fig. 6.2: a-l XPS spectra of the W 4f (a-h) and the Te 3d(f-l) core level peaks measured across a
selected region (red dots in m) of the sample from series two with growth temperature 475 K. m Red
dots indicate the location of the displayed XPS spectra on the sample ( dark grey box).

interpret the increase in contrast in the phase image as an indication for a chemically
different layer present on the HOPG surface, supporting our hypothesis that thin film
WTe2 forms on the HOPG terraces. However, to confidently say that the observed
patches are stoichiometric WTe2 thin-films further investigations for example by
atomic resolution STM or AFM are required.

The sample of series two, grown at 475 K, represents a special case compared to the
other samples because its XPS measurement does not match with the characterization
scheme we introduced in chapter 5. The spatial XPS peak height variations (Fig. 6.2
a-l) do not allow to subdivide the sample into region one, two, and three. Instead it
shows significantly lower average peak area compared to the other grown samples
(Fig. 5.5) and the substrate coverage occurs predominantly along the lower edge
of the sample (Y = 0 mm) with single spots of increased peak intensities (e.g.
X = 3.4 mm and X = 5.1 mm at Y = 0 mm). The left region and the upper half
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of this sample, indicated as black dots in Fig. 6.2 m, show no XPS peak intensities
and are therefore not plotted in Fig. 6.2. From the good agreement of the spatial
XPS peak height distribution across the other samples from series one and two, I
conclude that the irregularities seen here are due to external factors like improper
clamping of the sample. Nevertheless this sample constitutes an interesting case
since it directly shows the coexistence of two different growth morphologies, i.e.
one-dimensional nanostructures at the step edges (Fig. 5.6 f,k and Fig. 5.8 d) and
two-dimensional patches (Fig. 6.1 c,d).

6.2 Film Oxidation

My XPS results reveal a pronounced oxidation of my films, in form of WO3 and TeO2.
Here I consider two main sources for the incorporated oxygen: (1) Disintegration of
the W(CO)6 molecule provides elemental oxygen during the growth process; and
(2) air exposure of the samples between growth and XPS characterization leads
to oxidation of the as-grown films. In the following paragraphs, I will present
arguments to weight the possibility of either of the two cases.

A strong argument against hypothesis (1) is presented by Tiefenbach7: He presents
in-situ XPS studies of as-grown pure tungsten and WS2 films on HOPG and MoTe2

substrates in the temperature range from 450 ◦C to 550 ◦C; and on sputtered steel
surfaces in a temperature range from 250 ◦C to 550 ◦C. Besides a small peak shift
(≈ 0.5 eV) of the W 4f7/2 core level at 250 ◦C substrate temperature, are no signs of
oxidation of the W 4f peaks visible.

These clear results from Tiefenbach7 are surprising considering various other studies
about W(CO)6-based growth processes for pure tungsten films on Ni(100) and
W(110)104–106. These studies have shown the formation of WO3 across an interme-
diate temperature range. A detailed investigation into the chemisorption process
of W(CO)6 on Ni(100) surfaces by Zaera et. al revealed three different stages of
adsorption105: (1) around a substrate temperature of −25 ◦C all metal bonds from
W(CO)6 break to yield CO and W chemisorbed to the substrate; (2) above 125 ◦C the
desorption of CO molecules begins along with the C-O scission leading to the oxida-
tion of the adsorbed W; (3) Around 325 ◦C to 425 ◦C the atomic C and O recombine
and desorb while W is reduced to its zero valence state leading to oxigen-free W
films. The reason for the rather low temperature for complete decarbonylation of
W(CO)6 on Ni(100) surfaces is attributed to a charge transfer taking place between
substrate and the abdsorbed W(CO)6

105,106.
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Fig. 6.3: The increased degree of oxidation for decreasing total tungsten volume is a strong indication
for surface oxidation of the film. Colored dots represent the degree of oxidation correlated with the
W concentration for the XPS measurements conducted in the sample region two and three from the
various samples from both growth series. The different dot colors refer to the different samples which
were distinguished by their corresponding process temperature.

HOPG is different form metallic substrates as it does not allow for spontaneous
decarbonylation at ambient temperatures. Instead, the dissimilation of the W(CO)6

precursor happens thermally, as indicated by the high substrate temperatures neces-
sary to initiate the growth process7. However, similarities to the results on Ni(100)
and W(110) exists in the fact that CO molecules can adsorb to HOPG up to elevated
temperatures. Temperature-programmed desorption studies on HOPG-surfaces re-
veal the presence of carbon and oxygen-based functional groups (e.g. CO) up to
temperatures of 1050 ◦C85. This behaviour would allow for CO molecules — released
by the decarbonylation of W(CO)6 — to be bound to the surface, where they can
act as an oxygen source, up to temperatures of 1050 ◦C . A hint for this to occur
can be seen in my data: Focusing on Fig. 5.5, it is visible that an inversion of the W
and WO3 concentration takes place around 575 ◦C for both growth series as also for
the Te and TeO2 concentration of series one (Fig. 5.5.a-c). This qualitative change
coincides with the middle of the temperature range where the steepest decrease of
adsorbed CO functional-groups (i.e. 500 ◦C to 700 ◦C) takes place, as depicted in
Fig. 6.1 b85. This leads to the assumption that the qualitative change in W and WO3
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in my data around 575 ◦C is caused by a reduction of the surface adsorption of CO
on HOPG.

I will now discuss hypothesis (2) — oxidation introduced due to air exposure. The
spread in film coverage across one sample, measured by XPS (see chapter 5), allows
me to investigate a large coverage range with only a few samples. In Fig. 6.3
I plot the relative degree of oxidation rWO3/W (i.e. the ratio between the peak
area of the WO3 4f7/2 and W 4f7/2 core levels) in respect to cWO3+W, the total
amount of W present on the substrate. An anti-correlation of the degree of oxidation
towards higher amounts of W is clearly visible. The oxidation ratio converges to a
stationary value of 0.5 for large amounts of W. A good agreement of this tendency is
visible across all samples of growth series one. This agrees well with the hypothesis
that oxidation only happens at the surface of my grown structures which entails
a decrease of the surface-volume ratio for increased volumes. I understand the
divergence of the oxidation at low coverage as a sign that the film gets nearly
completely oxidized during the transfer time of 8 min to the XPS system. Whereas
the convergence to an oxidation ratio of 0.5 at high coverage, is an effect of the
limited probing depth of the XPS measurement.

My findings are consistent with the oxidation behaviour of elemental W and mono-
layer WTe2. From SEM and AFM images (see Fig. 5.7a-m and Fig. 5.8a-c) I know
that the grown structure varies from ≈ 3 nm to 8 nm in height and is extending over
multiple nm in lateral size. Experiments on the oxidation behaviour of elemental
W exposed to air show an oxidation rate of nm/h107. Similar for few-layer WTe2,
studies showed a degradation of the Raman active modes accompanied by oxygen
incorporation after a few minutes of air-exposure4,108. I therefore see it as plausible
that an oxidation rate in the range of Å/min can lead to the effect displayed in
Fig. 6.3 considering that the duration of air exposure of your samples was around
8 min.
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Conclusion 7
Monolayer 1T’-WTe2 is a QSH insulator up to 100 K29 and therefore a promising can-
didate for many spintronic-based applications. As films grown by conventional molec-
ular beam epitaxy are of poor quality and limited to 100 nm sized islands30,39,109,
alternative growth methods are required. In this thesis, I developed an alternative,
precursor-based UHV compatible approach for the growth of monolayer WTe2. My
efforts have been guided by the following questions: (1) Does stoichiometric, mono-
layer WTe2 form on the substrate? (2) What is the morphology of the grown WTe2?
(3) Does the deposited WTe2 resist to incorporate any other reaction products than
W from the precursor decomposition? Beyond the scope of this work are questions
regarding the crystallographic phase and defect concentration on an atomic level
which are discussed in the following chapter.

Due to cleanliness standards required for MBE, which prohibit introducing metal-
organic precursor in non-organic MBE systems, I built a new MBE system tailored
for the development of metal-organic growth processes. This included to set up a
UHV vacuum chamber, to built a precursor inlet system, a chalcogenide effusion cell,
and a direct-current heater stage. This phase of the project consumed two thirds
of the total time spent. After the system was operational, I conducted systematic
growth studies on HOPG substrates by varying Te effusion cell temperature and
substrate temperature while keeping the W(CO)6-precursor concentration constant.
I performed two growth series (for Te effusion cell temperatures 275 ◦C and 325 ◦C)
where I varied the substrate temperatures to study the growth dynamics.

My study – employing XPS, AFM, and SEM — revealed the formation of WTex-
based nanostructures at the step edges and on the terraces of my HOPG substrate.
I achieved a W:Te ratio of 1 : 0.57 in my films grown with optimized process
parameters, as shown by my XPS core-level measurements. I further argued that the
deviation from the stoichiometric ratio 1 : 2 indicates a parallel growth of elemental
W in addition to WTe2, as the W-Te phase diagram contains only W, Te and WTe2

as thermodynamically stable phases and the formation of Te is excluded due to the
high substrate temperatures. Using SEM and AFM, I was able to show the existence
of two topographically-distinct growth structures: the elevated, one-dimensional
structures along the step edges observed on all samples and the two-dimensional,
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few-atomic-layer patches on the HOPG terraces observed on the sample from series
two grown at 475 K. I suspect that these two-dimensional patches also form at
other growth conditions. However, I didn’t succeed to record such structures on
other samples, as driving the AFM close to the transition between the attractive
and repulsive regime is challenging for samples with higher coverage and more
pronounced three-dimensional features. Based on the necessity for strong out-of-
plane bonds to grow three-dimensional structures (Vollmer-Weber growth mode) I
hypothesized that elemental tungsten forms in sharply one-dimensional structures
at the step edges. WTe2, on the other hand, prefers to grow in islands on the HOPG
terraces due to its two-dimensional structure. This assumption is supported by AFM
phase-contrast images showing the presence of patches with a different chemical
composition. However, this conclusion is not beyond doubt and more evidence
needs to be gathered in further studies using structural characterization techniques
(see chapter 8).

My XPS studies showed a pronounced oxygen incorporation in form of TeO2 and
WO3 in the grown structures. In my analysis, I discussed two reasons causing the
oxidation: (1) oxygen was provided by the reaction product form the precursor
decarbonylation; or (2) air exposure occurred while transferring the sample to the
XPS measurement station. Previous studies on the oxidation behaviour of W(CO)6-
based growth processes are contradictory: while Tiefenbach et. al.7 reported no
oxidation for WS2 grown on HOPG, other studies showed a clear oxidation of
tungsten films grown on metal substrates104–106. My XPS measurements however
showed a decrease of the WO3/W ratio for increasing tungsten concentrations
suggesting that mainly the surface of the film is oxidized. With this I can conclude
that most of the oxygen is from air exposure. However, I cannot rule out the
incorporation of small amounts of oxygen during the process.
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Outlook 8
8.1 Film Characterization Improvements

The presented characterization of my metal-organic MBE grown films suggest the
formation of WTe2 and elemental W on HOPG. To obtain direct evidence for the
correct structural phase of WTe2, further studies using surface sensitive techniques
such as STM and Raman spectroscopy are required. Due to the low substrate cover-
age, conventional structural characterization tools like x-ray or neutron diffraction
are not applicable. Furthermore, I propose the use of capping layers to answer
the question whether the incorporated oxygen stems form the process or from air
exposure. I will now briefly introduce these techniques:

STM

The distortion of the W atom along the x axis in the 1T’-phase leads to a slight
rearrangement of the Te atoms which can be seen by atomic-resolution STM as a
stripe order along the y axis. This, together with the characteristic lattice constant,
can be resolved by STM and used as an identifying feature of the 1T’-phase of
WTe2

30,39,109. The very recently developed capability of an in-situ transfer between
the metal-organic MBE and an STM from the Hoffman group via a vacuum suitcase
enables to characterize the as-grown films without risking degradation through air
exposure.

Raman

Raman spectroscopy is a photon-in photon-out process which probes low-energy
excitations like vibrational modes inside a material. Due to the unique symmetry
properties of the Td-WTe2 crystal structure compared to other 2H-MX2 structure, its
Raman spectrum acts like a fingerprint allowing to detect the Td-WTe2 phase4,46,110.
Furthermore, the space-group evolution of WTe2 from bulk (C2v) to monolayer (C2h)
leads to the disappearance of certain Raman peaks, which allows to experimentally
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distinguish between monolayer (1T’) and multilayer (Td) WTe2
110,111. Raman

spectroscopy is normally available as an ex-situ measurement technique and care
must be taken by characterizing monolayer WTe2. The air sensitivity of WTe2 affects
the Raman spectrum and leads to the disappearance of certain spectral features
within tens of minutes, as it was shown for exfoliated and chemical-vapor-deposition
grown samples4,46.

Capping layer and Ar sputtering

Due to the lack of access to an in-situ XPS system, I’m required to adapt capping
methods to shield the as-grown films from air exposure if I want to avoid oxidation
during the transfer to ex-situ measurement systems. In my case, Te would be a
natural choice for a capping material since it doesn’t introduce impurity atoms in
my films112. Te is in general a good capping layer because under air exposure
the self-passivated oxidation behaviour leads to the formation of a protective TeO2

layer on the surface, hindering the diffusion of further oxygen into the film92. After
transfer to the XPS system, the capped film can then be analyzed by successively
argon sputtering the capped layer to record depth dependent XPS spectra.

As a different approach, the Ar-sputtering can be used directly to remove the upper
most layer of the as-grown and air-exposed nanostructures and films as a direct
method to verify the presence surface-layer oxidation.

8.2 Growth Process Improvements

Change of Substrate

My current process of surface preparation by cleaving makes it hard to achieve repro-
ducible surface quality on the HOPG substrates. In my studies of growth parameter
optimization by means of film coverage maximization this can introduce uncertainty
since the nucleation-site density can change from cleave to cleave. Another disad-
vantage of HOPG is that the surface is arranged as unordered and overlaying patches
of graphene or graphite flakes rather than homogeneously distributed step edges.
Finally, due to its van der Waals structure, the surface of HOPG easily flakes off
under shearing stress. The sample preparation therefore often leads to the damage
of parts of the surface resulting in distinctly high film coverage in these areas. I
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assume that this effect is the reason for the high peak intensities in region two (see
Fig. 5.2)

Using three-dimensional crystal substrates with two-dimensional passivated surfaces
like graphitized 6H-SiC(0001) would allow me to have better control over substrate-
step-edge quality and spacing by employing polishing and etching procedures while
maintaining a graphite surface113. Furthermore it would be less prone to surface
damages due to scratches from sample mounting as I saw it on HOPG (Fig. 5.9
a-e) and would therefore allow a more accurate evaluation of growth-parameter
dependent coverage changes.
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